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E. Historical, Legislative & Judicial

M. Institutions, Leadership & Structure

Review of institutions and leadership, including the role of government agencies and their responsibilities.

L. Sino-Philippine Relations

Examine the historical background and current status of Sino-Philippine relations, including trade, diplomacy, and cultural exchanges.

H. Philippine Religion and Society

Analyze the influence of religion on Philippine society, including the role of religious organizations and their impact on cultural practices and social norms.

I. Philippine History and Culture

Explore the rich history and diverse culture of the Philippines, including its diverse ethnic groups, languages, and traditions.

J. Philippine Politics and Government

Study the political and governmental systems of the Philippines, including the roles of the president, Congress, and other branches of government.

K. Philippine Economics

Analyze the economic landscape of the Philippines, including its industries, GDP, and other economic indicators.

L. Philippine Agriculture

Examine the role of agriculture in the economy of the Philippines, including its impact on food security and rural development.

M. Philippine Education

Study the education system in the Philippines, including its levels, enrollment rates, and educational policies.

N. Philippine Health

Examine the health care system in the Philippines, including its access, quality, and funding mechanisms.

O. Philippine Environment

Analyze the environmental challenges facing the Philippines, including deforestation, pollution, and climate change.

P. Philippine Arts and Culture

Explore the diverse arts and culture of the Philippines, including its music, dance, and visual arts.

Q. Philippine Society

Study the diverse societies and cultures of the Philippines, including their social structures, values, and norms.

R. Philippine Business

Examine the business environment in the Philippines, including its regulations, incentives, and market opportunities.

S. Philippine Sports

Explore the popular sports and athletic organizations in the Philippines, including their history, achievements, and cultural significance.

T. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

U. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

V. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

W. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

X. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

Y. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

Z. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

1. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

2. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

3. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

4. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

5. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

6. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

7. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

8. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

9. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

10. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

11. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

12. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

13. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

14. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

15. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

16. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

17. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

18. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

19. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

20. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

21. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

22. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

23. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

24. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

25. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

26. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

27. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

28. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

29. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

30. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

31. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

32. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

33. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

34. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

35. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

36. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

37. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

38. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

39. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

40. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

41. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

42. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

43. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

44. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

45. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

46. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.

47. Philippine Music

Examine the diverse music traditions of the Philippines, including its folk, classical, and contemporary styles.

48. Philippine Dance

Study the rich dance traditions of the Philippines, including its various styles and cultural significance.

49. Philippine Visual Arts

Explore the diverse visual arts traditions of the Philippines, including its paintings, sculptures, and other forms of art.

50. Philippine Literature

Study the rich literary traditions of the Philippines, including its famous authors and works.